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Pauling against U.S. interference
By Maria DeVarenne
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Linus P•uling, • two-time winner of the Nobel Prize, lectured
on U.S. foreign policy conct~rning Nic•r•gu• •t UNM Thursd•Y· He •t•tedth•t the United St•tes opposes the Nic•r•gu•n
S•ndinist•• bet:•use of "•n •nti-communist m•ni• th•t h•s
•ffflt:ted Re•g•n for the l•st 35. v••rs... "

The United States opposes the
Nicaraguan Sandinistas because of
"an anti-communist mania that has
affected Reagan the last 35 years and
others in the U.S. government and
military/industrial complex,'' said
two-time Nobel Prize winner Linus
Pauling during a lecture Thursday at
the University of New Mexico.
Pauling said, "The main problem
of Nicaragua is the interference by
the United States," which includes
the support and build up of the Contras (a revolutionary group that
actively opposes the Nicaraguan
government), the laying of. mines in
Nicaraguan harbors and a materiel
embargo.
His lecture, which attracted more
than 100 people, was based on his
personal travels through Nicaragua
this past summer.
Pauling said his visit to Nicaragua
"reinforced his ideas". about the
country . .... tt•s a poor country.
There's a strong effort to increase
education, but it will be hard to raise
their standard of Jiving," he said.
Pauling said he visited a farm, and
"the lady had only been in charge of
it eight days. Her husband had been
killed by the Contras as a warning to
other landowners."
He said the hospitals he visited
were filled with wounded citizens
and Sandista soldiers who had been
wounded by the Contras.
"The U.S. spends more than
$1,000,000 per year to suppon the
Contras," Pauling said. "Reagan
thinks the Sandinistas will win the

Macpherson, Imhof on board
improve the UNM child-care program. He recently said that quality
Angus Macpherson, representing day care would provide a "safe,
Non Title XX funding, and Rose- healthy and happy place where chilmarie Imhof, representing the Title dren can grow.' •
Macpherson and his wife, a UNM
XX funding, were elected Thursday
to the advisory board o( the Uni- student, arc both active at the center.
versity of New Mexico Child Care Macpherson said there is support,
and Family Development Center.
but "more could be done''.
While he supports the Title XX
Macpherson is an anist seeking to
funding, Macpherson acknow·
ledged that the "current level isn't
adequate."
Rosemary Imhof is a full time stu·
dent at UNM. In the past, she said,
the center has strived continuously
for quality and produced adequate
care for the two years that she has
been involved in the center.
However, Imhof has said she
wants to develop the center into
.. serving more people," particularly younger children ranging from six
weeks to 3 years old.
She also advocates payh1g the
child care teachers $9 per hour,
which she said is a comparable sal·
ary. to that of the nursing and
teaching professions.
An advisory board is being
formed as part of a proposed reorga·
nization. The restructuring will also
include appointing a new director by
the University's vice president for
Angus M•cphetson
student affairs.

By Juliette Torrrez

The advisory board would consist
the director, two elected parents,
three faculty members (selected
from different departments), one
community professional, and two
student representatives (one student
representing the Associated Stu·
dents of UNM and the other student
from the Graduate Student Associa·
tion).

November election by fraud.
However, Pauling said he had met
with several political representatives, including the chainnan of the
election-planning committee. ''It
will be interesting to see what happens.''
He said that during his visit, the
government stressed voter registation. During the four specified voter-registration days, "over
1,500,000 people signed their name
and thumbprint. Everyone was quite
enthusiastic about the elections,"
Pauling said.
He said Nicaragua is preparing for
a U.S. invasion sometime before
the November elections. "Reagan's
popularity increased in America
with his invasion of Granada, and
the Nicaraguan people believe he
will attempt to do the same thing by
invading their country.''
Pauling told the over-crowded
room that the possibility for a nuc~
lear war becomes greater as coun·
tries spend more money on nuclear
weapons.
"There is a chance for a nuclear
accident setting off an ultimate war
because of the complex military system which keeps accelerating, u he
said.
In 1958, Pauling presented a petition to the United Nations signed by

11 ,000 scientists that called for the
ban of atmospheric nuclear testing.
The petition led to a test-ban treaty
between the United States and the
Soviet Union.
Pauling's leadership and stance
on the dangers of atmospheric testing Jed to a Nobel Peace Prize in
1963.
Pauling is also knQwn for his
theory of chemical bonding, which
Jed to the prediction of stable threedimensional structures of proteins
- and the Nobel Prize in 1954.

Environment
conference
on Saturday
New Mexicans representing a diverse range of professions and
national environmental leaders are
scheduled to participate in public
forums sponsored by Gov, Toney
Anaya's Conference on the Environment Saturday.
Those participating in the conference include: environmental scientist and author Barry Commoner;
physicist, energy-options expert,
Amory Lovins, Eula Bingham, dean
· of graduate studies at the University
of Cinncinati; journalist Ray Ring;
and social advocate Ladonna Harris.
"We need to meet in a setting of
this kind to discuss our environmental needs and goals. We who make
economic development our first
priority must keep the environment
well in mind,'' said Anaya in a press
release. "We do not have to destroy
our envionment to prosper economically, and there is no better way of
realizing that than through sharing
ideas."
Three dozen New Mexicans will
participate in the day-long event,
which will feature six free panel discussions and a luncheon that Commoner will address.
The panel topics will focus on
New Mexico's biological resources,
environmetal questions and the
quality of Jife, interdependence uf
the environment and the economy,
industrialized environments, citizen
involvement, and media roles in en·
vironmental communications.
Among the panelists and participants from Albuquerque are: Sen. Tito Chavez; Dr. Phillenore
Howard; George Anderson, professor of human development; Rep.
Ray Sanchez; Harold Weiler from
the Association of Comerce and In·
dustry; Michael Spear representing
the Fish and Wildlife Service; Mary
Sue Gutierrez from the AFL-CIO;
attorney Carol Leutner Anderson;
Rep. Don Silva; Carrol Cagle of the
Hirst Co.; Anne Taylor, architect;
Sen. Mike Alarid; Dr. Robert Howard, UNM School of Medicine;
and Gilbert Pena, representing the
All-Indian Pueblo Council.
The conference will be held at the
Albuquerque Convention Center be·
ginning at 8 a.m.
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Management school adds micro-digital computers

by United Press lnternafional

Leticia Rutledge

Pickets disrupt classes and dining at Yale
NEW HAVEN, Conn.- Some
I ,500 white collar workers, mostly
women, continued striking against
Yale University Thursday, forcing
students off the Ivy League campus
for a second day into makeshift clas·
srooms and to fast-food restaurants
for meals.
Their walkout- bolstered by the
refusal of the 1,300-member affiliate maintenance and food service
workers' union to cross picket lines

-failed to halt classes, but 12ofl3
dining halls closed and a lack of
technicians stalled cancer research
at the Yale School of Medicine.
The largest strike in Yale's 283year history stemmed from the union's rejection Tuesday of its first
ever contract, on the grounds of
alleged discrimination over wages
and job security. Yale called it a
final offer.
Most members of the Local 34,

Anaya defends top aide
SANTA FE, N.M.-Gov. Toney Anaya Thursday defended his top administrative assistant, Shirley Scarafiotti, for firing the only staff member of the
state Board of Examiners for Architects.
Board members charged that the employee was fired because she was not
available to answer a telephone call, but Anaya said the decision :was. not. a
quick one and that the staff member would have been out of a JOb m SIX
months anyway because of his program to consolidate state boards and
commissions.
Scarafiotti on August 24 made a call to the board office in Santa Fe. When
the employee, Rosemary "Posy" Thompson, was in Washington, D.C.,
attending a conference. Instead of the board office, Scarafiotti got an answering service.
According to several board members, by the end of the day, Thompson had
been informed that her $24,000-dollara-year job would be eliminated the
following Monday.
Members of the board charge that the action was political and that politics
has no business in what they do.
"All of a sudden we were being told that our board was being absorbed
immediately and that Posy's job had been eliminated, said Albuquerque
architect Ray Trujillo, a board member.
Anaya said the firing was no quick decision, and that' 'parochialism'' has
made the consolidation difficult.
"Whenever there's consolidation, there'e going to be a loss of jobs," he
said.

Federation of University Employees, are women. It represents
257 job titles, including secretaries,
receptionists, phone operators,
nurses, museum attendants, trainers, library aides, administrative
assistant~ and research technicians
earning an average of $13,400.
About 100 of 1,500 classes were
held off campus Thursday in comm!lnity halls, churches, private
homes, apartments, and the York
Square Cinema.
''As faculty members, we feelit's
part of our duty as educators to each
people not to cross picket lines,"
said Richard Halpern, a Renaissance
literature professor, and an organizer of the off-campus classes,
Terry Odendahl, a professor of
anthropology, used a home computer to set up off-campus classes and
said 600 faculty members asked to
be included in the scheduling.
Many students said eating off.
campus on $72.80 - the weekly
amount Yale reimbursed each student for 21 meals- was an inconvenience, but generally sympathized with the strikers.
Strikers interviewed said the issue
was "comparable worth."
Mary Skura!, a $12,000-a-year
art library assistant with a college
degree, said she and others were
underpaid.
''I feel my reimbursement should
be equal to the job I do," she said.
She and her husband are paying tuition at various schools for three chilren, including a Yale junior.

IN SPAIN
Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in between"
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!
BEGINNERORADVANCED-Costlsaboutthe
same as a semester In a U.S. college: $3,380.
Price Includes jet round trip to Seville from
New York. room, board, and tuition complate. Government grants .and loans may be
applied towards our programs.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1
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Live with a Spanish family, attend classes
four hours a day, four days a week, four
months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit (lli!Uivalentto-4
semesters taught in U.S. colleges over 11 two
year lime span). Your Spanish studies will ba
enhanced by opportunities not available In a
u.s. classroom. Standardl~ed tests show our
students' language skills superior to students
completing two year programs in U.S.
Advanced courses also.
Hurry, It takes a lot of time to make all ar·
rangemenls.
SPRING SEMESTER ~ Jan. 30 ·May 29
FALL SEMESTER- Aug. 29 ·Dec. 19
each year.
FULLY ACCREDITED- A Program ofTrinlty
Christian College.
For full information -send coupon to:

SEMESTER IN SPAIN

2442 E. Collier S.E., F·S
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

HE DIED
FOR YOU

Briefs
ALBUQUERQUE- FBI agents dis~ed and ~ested a 49-yearold Wyoming man accused of abductmg and rapm.g t~o ru~a~ay
South Dakota girls, including an ll·yell!·old wh? 1s std~ m1ssmg,
authorities said Thursday. Two age~ts actmg on a ~1p surpnsed Royal
Russell Long, Evansville, Wyo., while he was ~aking a telephone call
at a grocery store Wednesday night, FBI agent-m·charge Joel Carlson
said.
.
. . all
.
ST LOUIS - State officials
are investJgatmg
. egatJons
of ch'Jd
1
abuse. at Garfield School, where a convicted child molester with a long
history of criminal activity had been a volun~eer for s~veral months, a
newspaper reported Thursday. The St. _Lou1s Post-D1spatch reported
the investigation focuses on two allegations that students were. abused
by school personnel. The complaints were made this month to the
Child. Abuse Hotline.
..
BATON ROUGE, La.- Shreveport businessman Gus Mtjalis, a
close friend and financial backerofGov. Edwin Edwards, has sued the
state and the governor for refusing to grant him .a tax break. T~e disp11te
involves whether the Transcontinental Tower m Shreveport IS entitled
to special tax breaks under the enterprise zone program. 1'be p~ogram
was initiated by former Gov. Dave Treen to encourage pnvate mvestment in high unemployment pockets.
WICHITA Kan. -There are no plans to change a decision to name
a Wichita Staie University baseball stadium afterits major contributor,
even though he spent four months in prison for filing afals~ income tax
return a university spokesman said Thursday. Rob Matwtck, spokes·
man f~r Wichita State's athletic department, said the stadium still is
expected to be named the Rusty Eck Stadium. The university
announced Sept. 14 that the stadium would be nam_ed a;ter the Wic.hita
car dealer. Eck contributed $200,000 to the stadiUm s constructton,
which is set to begin next week.
DENVER - A half-mile strip of soil along the inside of a security
fence at the Rocky Flats Nuclear Weapons Plant is being removed
because. of low-level radiation. Officials said the soil was contaminated two decades ago by leaks from waste coolant barrels containing
plutonium and other radioactive materials used in the manufacture of
nuclear weapons components, The contaminated soil is located in the
same general are& where 4.8 million pounds of dirt were removed
between 1976 and 1978.
RUSSELLVILLE, Ark. -Convicted murderer James Dean Walker said a federal court hearing Monday may bring out evidence to
exonerate him. Walker was transferred from a federal prison in Okla·
homa to the Pope County Jail at Russellville to await the hearing in
federal court at Little Rock. Walker said evidence was suppressed
during his two previous trials for the 1963 slaying of North Little Rock
policeman Jerrell Vaughan and said his attorneys would prove that
some witnesses committed peljury.
OKLAHOMA CITY - A federal jury Thursday cleared former
loan officer William Patterson of anywrongdoing in the 198~ collapse
of Penn Square Bank. Jurors returned innocent verdicts about noon on
the two remaining wire fraud counts against Patterson. The jury on
Wednesday cleared Patterson on 23 of the 2S counts against him.
Patterson was pale and shaken as the acquittal verdicts were read
Thursday and he had to be helped out of the courtroom,
HOUSTON- An 11-year-old boy raising a Rag in front of his
northwest elementary school was shot once in the ann Thursday
morning and shots were reported near a junior high school, officials
said. The Millsap Elementary student, Josh Littell, was hospitalized in
stable condition. Harris County Sheriffs Sgt. George Sturgis said
there were no suspects, but he hoped to obtain more information from
older students at Oleyl Junior High School, where several shots were

re~~EITE, Wyo. -Authorities in Campbell and Big Horn coun-

ties are searching for two hunters Who failed to return from a hunting
expedition in the Big Horn Mountains near Burgess Junction. Officials
said Lauren Gill, 26, and Debbie Wanke, 33, both of Gillette, left on
the trip last Friday and did not return as planned Sunday. Authorities
said both were experienced campers who were reasonably prepared for
cold weather. Their pickup was equiped with a camper.

You are invited to hear the Gospel of JESUS CHRIST
which has the power to change your life, in song,
testimony, and preaching ...•.•.

open 11:30-9:00 p.m.
111 Cornell .sE. . ,r;x,/:. ... .
(between Nunzto's 8t . ,.,..
the post office)
......._~-\.·

Hispanic Engineering
Organization
Presents

the 4th Annual
Career Fair
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everything was still in boxes the
weekend prior to the first day of fall
semester. The approximate cost of
the hardware was $175,000 to
.$200,000, and the approximate cost
of the software was $40,000.
"We're proud of the fact," he
said, "that we were able to get the
system up and going by the time
school started. It shows that we have
a real commitment to this project
and the school."
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·• lfepr«JI\'l~ed be wil~~o wellin
ltis two ~tiona~ly klevi$ed 9e•
])Ilk$ with. Reagan. next month
becliUS¢, ''J;ve 4Pn¢ a lot l;f@•
bates; I've got confidence. ill my
abilhy to deal with issues, .and!
4on't think that's what's hutting
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tl;ite doing it. •• ..
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. ·He s~idhe usedl<>tellthe ll!te
Hu~tt H~Pt~phrey he was ''too
hof''fortelevision,adding, ''It's
me." ·
so much e~tsier to give a4Jvjce
~veri though he )las been .in
th:utto take it."
many political camplti$!1S and
Now, he said, "1 see $Ol1)e of
serv~d as vice president under
thaUn myself . • • sometimes I
Jimmy Caner, Mon<fale exp~ss" «<Jme .across too· bot. l've got· a
ed frustration at his current situa- high-pitched voice • • ; l'm not
lion.
· good with a script. I've tried to
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John .Pedroncelli
throws
cvlinder of clav in the Art department's ceramic lab.
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ADVERTISE IN THE DAILY LOBO
THE UNIVERSITY Of!' COLUHAUO
SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY*
invites von to a discussion of its
Dental Sch~l Prog1·am by Dr. Tom Berry
AsstK:ink Dl'JIU feu· StmiPnt Allilirs illld C:IMirinan of .~dtlli;..\1tlll't Cuuunilh-P
Dale: Sepl. 27
lndi•·iduullnlcnicw>:
Time: 6:30 P.M.,
Scpl, 28
8:00P.M.
8:30 A.~l.·ll:OII .~.\1.••
Plate: Con(crenrc Uoom 111 Studettl Finandnl .t\id. !\tc,a \'i~ta Surth
l>lSC:l'SSJ()S AGESI>A

1. 11Jt• dt•n1.1l1iru.,l!r"'ll .tl Ct~lur,uljl l"llln•r1oll~
• 2. What tu1lu \\·lwu lllllll~·lu\!; tu tl,•nt .• l ~t:hHn) ..
.1. \\'l1.1t t•• 111j'~ fi•r ulw!l ~t·l\-...liHI! ,, lll•nl.ll-\ot·l""''l
-4 .•\fh•t-dt•ntal ~l.unl. IIJl'll \\hat~
•'\t~t\ ,_, \\'t<:llt.: n~'t,.l,iili! 'lt'11uul
..St·~" llitt J';itlitL•-~:niu, \\'J(al~ Olliw. h• m.i~t·:•tlltt•tuiuwhi
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Friday & Saturday
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financial analysis.
and software packages.
Thirty-one. of the computers are
Seven classes are in the computer
temporarily housed in ASM Clas- room for purposes of instruction and
sroom 122 but will be transferred to laboratory, and three classes are usa permanent, portable building in 'ing the computers for laboratory
the near future. The remaining com- purposes.
puters are in a separate location for
"It's still a new tool," Buller
use of faculty members.
said. "We're still playing with. it."
Presently, all undergraduates in
Funding for the computer project
the business school and MBA stu- was approved by the University's
dents are required to take this com· administration in May 1984. The
puter class, which is basically an computers were ordered in mid-June
introduction to micro·computers and arrived on the July 1. Buller said

~classiest

trash in town"
the epilogue

Summer Stock up to 75% off

Friday, Oct. 5, 11 :00 a.m.
Saturday, Oct. 6, 10:30 a.m.
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The Anderson School of Manage·
ment has purchased 50 micro-digital
Rainbow Computers this semester.
Until now, the school did not have
any.
Associate Professor William BuiJers said, "Before, we could only
talk about how micro-computers
worked. Now we are actually work·

Sheepherder's
Cafe _/· ·-

In your place

For your sin

·',,I

ing on them."
The micro-computers use Lotus
1-2-3 programs, teaching how to do
spread sheets, graphics and information management. B111lers said that
students working at the same time
the instructor is lecturing is a new
capability that wasn't previously
offered,
Buller said the computers will
also be used for budget planning and

All students welcome/

(Across from UNM)

268-4504
8700 MenauJ NE 299-6666
1835 Candelaria NW 345-8568
W. Central at S. Coors 836-0142
5500 Acadetny NE 821-7262
Rio Rancho Shp. Center 892-8880

Statement Tee Shirts $3.00/2 for $5.00
300 pair of men's & ladies' shoes $3.00·$10.00
Greeting Cards 5 for a dollar
Sunglasses .99(:

+ Morel Morel Morel

General Store
111 Harvard SE
(across from UNM)

266-7709

Friday 10·6
Saturday 10·6
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Soviets promise to strengthen defenses against 'imperialist forces'
MOSCOW (UPI) - President
Konstantin Chernenko Thursday
said the Soviet Union should strengthen its defenses to guard against a
possible third world war, in an
address that closely hewed to Moscow's hard line.
The Soviet )e;~der's comments
came just hours before Foreign
Minister Andrei Gromyko sharply
criticized the United States. telling
the U.N. General Assembly that
Washington considered it within its
rights "to deliver a first nuclear

.-fdllorial
Be wary of college advice
Obtaining academic advice at a university is not difficult. Obtaining
responsible advice that won't lead a student astray is much harder.
This seems to be a nationwide problem.
An article from the Point of View section of this week's Chronicle of
Higher Education illustrates the problem from the adviser's point of
view. The author writes about the difficulty of convincing students
that they need to get a broad, well-rounded education. However, this
is but one of the problems of advisement.
Walk into any roomful of students, mention the words academic
advisement and listen. Almost everyone has a horror story.
The stories range from ones about advisers who just don't care to
well-meaning advisers who are not fully informed about require·
ments.
The problem with the situation in which an adviser doesn't care can
be easily solved. These people should not have their jobs. An adviser
who is ill informed about requirements is a tougher problem to solve,
One can easily sympathize with the difficulties of keeping up with
changing requirements, deadline dates and prerequisites. However,
it is the students who suffer when they believe someone who seems
to know and care what they are talking about, Many have been
misinformed and had to pay for it, ultimately, with the delay of one's
graduation.
.
The one piece of information every student needs to know 1s that
students are responsible for their education. Confirmation of
academic advice is the responsibility of each individual. Even if the
advice seems reasonable, look it up or get it i11 writing from someone
who is 11n authority in the particular college or program.

Competency tests affect
education admission rate
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ASUNM working on image problem

,.1 eners

By Marty Esquivel, ASUNM
senator

Pedestrians must regain control

ForthepastfewyearsASUNM
has been synonomous with arroEditor:
gance, stupidity, shallowness
and
mediocrity. There's no wonOver two weeks ago, a letter appeared in the Lobo explaining how a
der why the students see this
campus pedestrian {also a bicycle rider) lives in fear of bicycles on organization as a bunch of hotcampus. He advocated restraint on the part of bicyclists so there could
be coexistence on the campus malls, sidewalks, ramps, and path·
ways. His request has gone unheeded by a large number of bicyclists.
Each day as I walk to and from classes, office, library, etc., I am
assaulted by cyclists who, at best, act juvenile and, at worst, act
pathological. Those approaching from the front (against the pedestrian traffic) act like juveniles. Those approaching from the rear {with
the pedestrian traffic) act pathological. In some ways, these latter are Editor:
like crazed freeway drivers who use their vehicles as weapons. They
play the most dangerous game of''chicken" because the pedestrians
In 1519 Hernan Cortes condon't know they are participants. To stop or turn to the left or right is to quered Mexico. His interpreter,
invite disaster when these pathological types are silently speeding and later his mistress, was an In·
along on a course known only to them. If you unknowingly get in their dian woman who spoke both the
way, they curse and toss epithets at you.
Nahuatl and Mayan languages.
It is not time for the bicyclists to restrain themselves. It is time for With the knowledge gained from
the pedestrians to regain control of the malls, sidewalks, ramps, and her interpretation, Cortes marpathways.
ched on and conquered the Tlax·
There are only two things that can be done at this point. One is for cala people. This Indian
the university to ban bicycling on campus. The difficulty is in enforc- woman's name was Malinche.
ing the ban. The other is for pedestrians to "take the law" into their The term "malinchismo" is used
own hands. To that end, a group should be formed which is against in Mexico today to denote a
bicycle riding on campus. This group could throw rotten fruit and traitor to one's country.
vegetables at the offending bicyclists, carry pipes to jam into the
Mr. Brandtner, rather than
spokes of passing bicycles, or, string rope or wire between trees to waste space in the Lobo rebutsuddenly stop an offending cyclist. If group members recognized a ting your irrelevant remarks,
parked bicycle that had been ridden in an .offending manner, they perhaps you would like a face-tocould do one or more of the following: spray it with flourescent paint face conversation regarding sa(analagous to the Scarlet Letter), slash the tires, hacksaw through the lient points in both Mexican and
frame, or do the ultimate; carry a wrench and remove the seat. Have New Mexican history. Serving as
you ever seen a person riding a bicycle without a seat? Ouch l Pedes- an ASUNM senator, I can be
trians of the campus! Unite! Drive the cycling menace from our midst. found every Wednesday at 4:30
p.m. in Room 250, second floor
Richard C. Rind one- Educational Foundations of the SUB.

Face-to-face
talk encouraged

Student Services Center

heads out to boost their egos.
But times are changing. Rome
wasn't built in a day; butASUNM
will be rebuilt in a year.
Our past three presidents tarnished the image of ASUNM student government. Strides were
made to better the University,
but the biggest strides were
made in furthering political
careers - something the average student is not interested in.

For the sake of their politcal futures, I'll leave Larry, Curly and
Mo's names out of this column.
For they are sure to make a few
more rerun appearances.
Positive efforts are being
made by President John
Schoeppner, Vice-President
Maureen Hickey and the 16 senators of ASUNM. All vowea during their respective campaigns
to clean up the ASUNM act, and
all have followed through on
those promises. Needless to say,
all are genuinely concerned abKathy Montoya Ellis out students and the related

strike, that is to say unleash a nuclear
war."
Chernenko delivered a softer version of the same theme during a
Kremlin ceremony in which Defense Minister Dmitry Ustinov presented him with two of the nation's
highest awards - the Order of
Lenin, and the Hammer and Sickle.
"We should work in a better organized manner and with more dedica·
tion than ever, constantly to be vigilant, to strengthen the defenses of
the country in every way, and to do

issues of this institution.
President Schoeppner is not
the money-wasting, freespending type leader. of the past.
He is a modest man concerned
more about student issues rather
than what position he hopes to
hold 10 years from now. VicePresident Hickey is also very unpretentious, but is also one to
address pertinent issues such as
child care, voter registration, etc.
The ASUNM Senate is often
labeled as the bad guys. As men·
tioned in last week's column by
Sen. Jeff Lavers, we'd love to
give everyone all the money they
wanted, but it's just not possible.
It's not as if we are irresponsible
with our funds, past policies of
deficit spending have caused
such dire straights.
On the positive side, this
year's ASUNM Senate is an ex·
ceptional group of individuals.
Freshman senators have stepped in and worked like seasoned
veterans. Debate on issues is
constructive rather destructive.
By no means am I trying to
portray a "holier than thou" attitude of ASUNM.I am merely pre·
senting facts in the hope that we
in ASUNM can gain back your
respect as students. We know we
have got a long way to go. But we
feel like we're halfway there.
Yes, parking still sucks and our
deficit is high. But together,
through a united effort, we can
all make things better. Just give
us a chance.

Since the fall of 1983, the College
of Education has, on the 11dvice of
the State Department of Education,
instituted a series of tests to determine "minimum competency" in
the areas of reading, writing and
arithmetic. This has affected the college's acceptance rate, said Sven
Winther, the adviser for the College
of Education.
"In the fall of 1983, the State
Depanment of Education staff developed a plan to raise the competency levels of teachers in New
Mexico," Winther said. "We instituted a test to determine the competency levels of those applying for
admission to the College of Education, and, as a result, we have had an
admittance level of just over 50 percent of the applicants.''
What this means, Winther said, is
that slightly less than half of the students from University College applying for admission to the College
of Education are denied admittance
because their scores on the entrance
exam are too low.
"The effect of the exam is to reduce the numbers enrolled in the
Teacher Education program here,"
Winther said,
·
"However, the performance
levels have gone way up."
Winther said the enrollment fi.
gures do not reflect certain increases
and decreases in classes and teacher
certification. We have had 11 drastic
increase in math and science
teacher-education programs." he
said.
"People arc going into education
in numbers,'' Winther said.
"Groups of people are going into the

everything possible to lessen the war
threat, Chernenko said.
Chernenko said socialist countries should work together toward
that end.
"The point is a rebuff to the plans
of the aggressive imperialist forces,
the instigators of another world
war, " he said.
Although Chemenko did not refer
directly to the United States, the
speech, together with Gromyko's
scathing 11nack on Washington,
further dimmed hopes that President
Reagan's scheduled meeting with
Gromyko Friday would produce a

381400

Snafu
A Sept. 26 Daily Lobo story
incorrectly stated that the required grade point average for
Homecoming king and queen
was changed from 2.0, There
was not a change. The GPA has
been 2.5 for the previous
semester.

Caraway
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The rainy weather cleared enough Thursday afternoon for many people to enjoy a sunny
excursion up to the Crest via the Tram.
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WOMEN'S RlTAIL SALES POSITIONS
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Proposed U.S./Soviet talks on
banning space weapons have stalled
over a Soviet demand for a mutual
moratorium on anti-satellite systems
before the talks open, rejected by
Washington as unverifiable, and the
U.S. suggestion that discussions on
intermediate and strategic anns be
included in such talks.
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The New Mexrco Daily Lobo •• published Monday through Friday evory regular week of the
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Tho opinions exp_ressed ~nth(! edttorial pagM of the ~ew, Me~tico Darly Lobo are those_ of the
author solely. Unsigned optnton i_s that oft he ed•torand reHectsthe_~~~tottal polteyoJ the paper.
buf does nol necessarily represent the views of th~ memt:uns of the Da1ly LobtJ staff.

Edt tor

NATO deployment of U.S. cruise
and Pershing missiles in Western
Europe last November. The Kremlin
has said it would not return to the
negotiating table until the missiles
life removed.

programs because they are responding to what they hear from the media
- namely that there is a shortage of
teachers in math and sciences," he
said.
''These people are not going for
undergraduate degrees," he said.
"They alre11dy have degrees in one
form or another in math or one of the
sciences and see teaching as a way to
break into the job market. They are
not enrolled in the College of Educa·
tion, so the figures don't reflect the
large size of the classes."

Dailg Lobo
Vol. 89

'breakthrough in U.S./Soviet relation.s.
Chemenko said it was up to the
West to initiate a renewed East/West
dialogue.
"The capitalist countries should
know that, provided there is reciprocity, they will always have in 1he
Soviet Union an honest and we[].
wishing panner ready to promote
cooperation on the basis of equality
and mutual benefit,'' he said.
Relations between the superpowers have been chilly since the
Soviets walked out of the Geneva
nuclear-arms talks in the wake of the

ATRISCO PLAZA
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4201 Central NW
836-1364

Lomas/San Pedro NE
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expires 10·5-84
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Dungeons and Dragons
By Kristic ,Jones

character in it c.:dled a hobbit,''
Hernandez ~aid. "They were
sued because the hobbit is copyrighted, but now there's a similiar
g<tmc which is authorized by (he
Tolklcn estate."
The cost of playing Dungeons
and Dragons is. Hernandez said.
variable. "To start with, the
basic set costs $12. Thai's a rule
book and extensive' explanation
of the game, including the game
muster's role," he said. "Costs
increase from there. The Adv·
anced D and Dis more Cllpensive
because it contains a set of hardcover books, and those tend to
run up the cost. Each phiyer
should have a set of dice, which
wiU run about $3 to $5. and some
people like to play using miniatures, which will also cost."
Miniatures are small figurines
depicting various characters.
They come in a basic silver color,
which allows players to paint
them.
"If you're a game master, you
have to have the game master's
guide," Hernandez said. "It's
essential and it's $15. It's not
only one expensive item, but a
bunch of things in the medium
range which add up," he said.
"I call the mediator a 'game
master,' but the books and official rules usc the term 'dungeon
master,' Hernandez said. "!
don't like that because of the
wide variety of places where the
adventure can take place."
The game was invented in
Lake Geneva, Wis., Hernandez
said, by two people named Gary
Oygax and Dave Arneson.
·'They were staging miniatures
battles with armies of ancients.
mcdicvals and so forth, and then
they begun to introduce monsters
from mythology," he said.
"Pretty soon they had adventures
in a castle they named
Oreyhawk, and then they developed rules. The first set of
rules and subsequently the game

How can you slay dragons,
liberate treasures, use magic,
archery and handguns to defy evil
monks, dwarves und harpies'!
£3y using your imagination and
a gmnc known as Dungeons and
Dragons.
We all heard of Dungeons and
Dragon& il few years ago ~be
fore Trivial Pursuit hit the scene
-- and a few of us tried it. 13ut
what about those who didn't'? Did
you ever really find out how the
game is played'!
Phil Hcrnandcl, an employee
at Wargames West, said, "D and
!), "as it is known, "is primarily
a role-playing gnmc, '' meaning
that most of the ;tction takes place
in the players' head, rather than
on a board.
"It's primarily a paper and
pencil game," Hernandez said.
The g;nnc master, who acts as a
kind of moderator. sets the
adventure. The players get to
pick their chnractcrs (such as a
warrior or a wizard), and the
ndventure goes from there.
The adventure could take place
anywhere, Hernandez said,
which is why there is no board.
''It could happen in a city or a
dungeon or in the woods, so
there's no real way to cover all
the inrinite possibilities," he
said.
"As far as the campaign itself
goc~. the players could go in and
clean dragons out of a dungeon;
they could depose an evil nJicror
rC\CUc a lost treasure -- anything. The gnme ma~tcr decides.
"The details ·~ who gets
wounded or killed ~ arc pretty
much up to the dice,' • Hcrmmdcz
~aid.

Hernandez said the classic example of the game and characters
is seen in J.R.R. Tolkicn's Lord
tif tile Rings. "As a matter of
Jact, when the fiw D and D game
was manufactured. they had a

adventure, low budg

came in 1974.
''They showed the game at the
very first Origins Convention in
Bnltimore," Hernandez continued. "The convention has
gone on ever since then, with
people showing new games.
Dungeons and Dragons kept
growing until the rules were re.viscd, and the game is as we
know it now.
"It was first picked up by college students," Hernandez said.
"But pretty soon almost all ages
picked it up."
Popularity of the game has remained steady since the big surge
of players a couple of years back,
Hernandez said. "A lot of times
kids, teenagers, !guess, will pick
it up and then get interested in
other things for a while, particularly teenage girls, for some
reason, They go off and do other
things for two years, and then
they're back playing D and D."

Adherent says D & D is not Satanic
By Kristie Jones
Despite its recent .Popularity, Dungeons and Ora·
gons. has met up wiUi some "bad press'' during its
to~year existence - mainly from religious groups,
parents and schools, s.aid Anna Halbert.
Halbert, 22, has been playing Dungeons and Ora·
gons "off and on for many, many years" and said the
religious issQe is the product of misinformation.
"I'd like to address the religious issue," she said.
"The idea that the game Dungeons and Dragons
offends the religious doctrines of any number of
groups is wrong, foolish misinformed and ignorant.
'' D and D is a game of creativity and imagination,"
Halbert said. •'A lot of the danger parents see in it is
the danger that their child might accidentally become
creative, It's silly, being afraid of a game."
Phil Hernandez, Wargames West employee, said

the religious obJecters are not a problem for the store.
"You can tum on the TV and .see the Jerry Falwell
types saying all sorts of terrible things about D and
D," he said.
"The objection is to the game's use of demons and
all the magical spells characters can use. That's all fine
and good, but they don't really work."
Satan worship .is not an issue for Dungeons and
Dragons players. he said. •'Of course, there might be
some players who are into what they call black magic
- but I don't know of .any. And players are encouraged not to carry the game into their daily lives. but
that isn't an issue either.
"As a matter of fact, the spells used in Dungeons
and Dragaons don't even follow the rules of 'real'
witchcraft," Hernandez said. "Most of the people
objecting on this basis simply haven't done their
homework."

By Maria DeVarcnne

By Maria DeVarenne
As a followup to the voter reg·
istration drive, the New Mexico
Public Interest Research Group
and the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico
are planning "voter-education"
projects that would inform the
public about the candidates, and
the Democratic and Republican
platforms.

"We would like to have a
series of candidate forums starting in October," Keith Mohc·
ban, P(RG member, said.
"We're planning to have one a
week through October.
He added they arc also plan·
ning to bring ''big name'' political speakers, such as Ralph Nader,
to the University. However, the
"technicalities are still being
worked out."

Mula
Baruka

Saturday, Sept. 29, 1984
Popejoy Hall
8:00p.m.
Tickets $10.00.
for students

Mang1one

Wednesday, October 241 1984
Popejoy Hall

Andreas
Vollenweider
and friends

8:00p.m.
Tickets $12.00

Flock
ol
Seagulls

~~
. . - ~-<1
A bre~kthrough " - ; •. ;;.;.
album featuring
contagious rhythms
and gorgeous
melodic detail.

Friday
November 2, 1984
Popejoy Hall
7:30p.m.
Tickets $10.50
and $11.50

Jazz saxophone
at its finest 1
featuring singles
with Roberta Flack.

acoustic guitar
of Michaql Hedges.

ECM

CASSETTE
OR LP

CASSETTE
OR LP

Japan's most
popular guitarist
Kazumi Watanabe.

Chance

'

~ f ·~=· Chu~k

.. FIRST
[ CIA,CLE!: •

Jazz piano is what this
album is all about.

Second

Upcoming Events • Fall 1984
.

~

A major part of the votereducation drive is to "make sure
the people get to the polls,"
Moheban said.
He said that during the week
before the November elections,
PIRO will try to contact each individual that the group registered
to vote. PIRO members will remind the individuals to vote and
inform them of their correct polling place.

ASUNM Popular Entertainment Committee presents

..,

FIRST CIP.CLE

A collection
of jazz greats
including William
Ackerman

PIRG plans followup voter-information projects

Albuquerque wiU be "pioneering
the first mass freeze day with
businesses joining together" to par·
ticipate in the Nuclear Weapons
Freeze Day Saturday, said Robert
Ware, state campaign director of the
New Mexico Freeze Voter group.
Ware, said similar efforts by indc·
pendent businesses in cities through·
out the United States would take
place in October.

PAT M~THENY GROUP

L--......,,.......,.,....,...,..,~~-t

Businesses join Freeze Day
"This is the first time anything of
this proportion has happened supporting the nuclear·weapons
freeze, •• Ware said, referring to the
number of businesses participating.
More than 20 businesses on Central
Avenue (between Carlisle Boulevard and 1-25) and various sidestreets arc rallying for the cause.
Tentatively, information tables
are planned for H:~.--vard, Cornell,
and at the corner of Yale and Central, Ware said.

''HOT''

Willie
Dixon
with special
guests

.r~

Thursday

October 25. 1984
Popejoy Hall
8:00p.m.
Tickets
$12.00 and $13.50

reserved seating
Tickets
go on sale
Friday Oct. 5
$6.50 students
$7.50 general

Tickets for all of the above events on sale at
all Giant Ticket Outlets: General Stores, KAFB Rcc Center, Soundtrack Records and Tapes,
. Wildwest Music, Que. Pas a Records

Fresh Aire III

R

ALBUM

resum••e
thelll

notes

A

SALE PRICES GOOD

+

GiYethe llllt
Of m.:.:IIC.

2312 Centtal SE
255·9673

R~ERICRJI

$1Q9~'GU'l1m c lim~"~~~
FORONEWEEK

for 111
YOIIr
reproduction.

Fresh Aire V

"A Contemporary Electronic Fantasy through 18th Century Eyes"

dblc:owte wttb lllffiiiD

Monday
November 5, 1984
SUB Ballroom

"Election Evening
Blues',

MANNHEIM STEAMROLLER

Low prices!
!Yew and vintage
clothes, jewelry.
household Items, lamps,
furniture. etc.

CASSETTE

$799.muw:.~~

hastin
reeords•tapes•vldeo

Coronado Center

SELECT
TITLES ONLY
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Arts

Arts
Concert forecast

Publicity key to successful promotion
Artscape continues with a look at into a little something different?

OPEN HOUSE
Celebrate our
72 hour Blues Festival
and help us buy
a new transmitter.

FRI., SEPT.28th
3rd Floor Onate Hall
Campus & Girard Aves. NE
<University of New Mexico)
free t-shirts to all mol~ing a pledge of $15.00 or more.

HA,N EROTIC FAIRY

TALE!'

-NEW YORK MAGAZINE

GABRIEL GARCIA MARQUEZ'S

El\gNDIR~
STARRING

IRENE PAPAS

MIRAMAX FILMS corp. 1984

Two weeks only! Sept 28 - Oct 11
Nightly; 7:15 & 9:15
Sat and Sun Matinees: 3:15 & 5:15

With the wide variety of flavors
the performing arts, especially
music, with some comments from possible, it seerns like it would be
Marjorie Neset, director of the easier to tempt the potential listener
into sampling another taste. But it
Cultural Arts Program.
just doesn't work that way. Perhaps.
when it comes down to bones, the
By R.J. Olivas
investment, the risk in new proThe face of the music must seem a ducts, it isn't so tempting at an inflabit strange and remote to many people, Probably like it did as it
emerged as jazz, rock'n'roll, punk,
whatever. Now we have more
choices of genres, types, kinds, phyla of music than ever before. There's
so much to choose from that the tionary $8 an album or $10-$20 a
choice is usually left to the familiar. live performance,
This is much of the struggle that
This is despite the fact that so
many people live lik;e aristocrats, re- promoters seem to face. And it
lative at least to third-world indi- doesn't exist in Albuquerque, or the
viduals, and can afford the luxury of Southwest, alone. And it is someboredom. Just ask a few friends. If thing that dancers, directors, musipressured, quite a few would have to cians, actors and all performing
admit they liked music, maybe even artists face.
"all kinds." But do they really get
It is also the challenge that Mar-

jode Neset, director of the CommunitY Cultural Arts Program faces.
But her vantage point has been the
KiMo Theater. She cocked her
heads a mornent when asked about
the first days of the KiMo, as she
knew it, and said that she watched it
grow from aspace which was ''technically nothing - no lighting system, no sound system, just a stage
and some ratty seats'' -to a stylish
downtown nightspot.
"Now we are going to be the
horne for a professional repertory
theater beginning this spring . . . It
will be our first professional theater
in town , . • They (the theater personnel) are more familiar with what
you have to do and publicize."
And that is what is one of the
necessary ingredients in everything
from having one successful show to
building an audience for a particular
form of performance art.
Artscape will continue next week.

Hot wax released

U2, Puppets, Verlaine shine

TheGIJI&D
3405 Ctntr1l NE/255 3050
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rnic, rnake this modern-wave collection one of the most
inspiring around.
"In Your Eyes," from the first side, rnay nevennake
the charts - which is a bit of a shame, because with
direct, emotional lyrics and vocals stretching out
shamelessly on a bed of music so richly layered. the
song could be a hit.

The Winners P/lhe Whlll At(lm/c SW<tPSIRktl at th<
Vonex Thea.ter. Sept. ~8-30, fridays and Saturdays at
8 p.m., Sundays at 6 p.m. Call 247.8600 for reolier-

vations,

New Me:x.ll:o ftep~rtoey Thearre: Auditions for th~
Rep's· first four shows, The Last Meef/ng ofthe White

Magno/fa, A Streetcar NQmed Desire, Cluud Ninf,

and A Midsummer Night's Dream, will be held on
Sat., Sept. 29 at the KiMo Tl}eaneand at the Johnson
Street Theatre in Santa.fe on Sunday, Sept. ~0. T9 set
up an audition appointment call John Beauchamp at
the Rep's Albq. oFfice, 243.-llOO,
Jos~ pmgp Dance Company will perform at the
ArmQry for the .Arts jn Santa Fe, Fri., Oc,. S and
Sat., Oct. 6, 8 p.m. Admission is $7, general admission, $9 reserved, The Armory is located at JO'O
Old. Petos Trail in Santa Fe. Call 98S.J886 for mo_re

info.

and Poetry," through Ocl. 20, In the North Gallery al
BZt Mountain Road, Albq. Art by Phyllis Cohen,
Kathamann, and Ro:;e Mary Steams will be on
~-xhlbil. Gallery hours arc Wed.-Sat., 114, Sunday,
H. For more Info. caii24J-OS31,
Menage a Tour; Arlo Guthrie and Slltnandoali, Doc
Walsr~n, and Davld·Brombeq at tQe Kjva. Oct. 14. B
p.m. Tick<~ aro St3,SO and 512, available al aU Giant
Tlckel outlets starting Sept. Io.
CrawllnR Wall$ will perform at BowWow )leL-ords
and Fine Art (103 AmhcroJ SB) on Sept. Z9, 8 p.m. S2
admi~sion; IO'io orr on all purchas~ with admission
price.
An Ensemble ol C~l<110 will perform al Ihe KtMo
Theatre, 5th and Central, on Sept. 30, 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are $10 at Giant Tickel outlets and at the
~oor. Presented by the New MCJ<ico Jazz Workshop.
Mutobtruko ond tbelllahTimeiBond will headline a
conr;erc at Popejoy Hall. Sept, 29. 8:30 p.m. Also
featured will be; t.,Goldea Vol<u, The Coddlu, and
Horotd Ullleblrd. Tickets available at all CHane
Ticket outlets.

New Mexico Ve17 Spedol Arll Festl•ll Pre1<01J
DaYid Mo11 and tom ·Gurahtlck ln concert at the
KIMoThealre, Oct. ,8, 8 p.-m., proceeds to benefit the
Very Special Arts Festival. Tickets arc SS and arc
available allhc door. Coll766-7430 for more Info.
Roslropo•lch will perform with the New Mexico
Symphony Orchestra 1$ solo cellist in D'VOrak;s Ctllo
ColiC<rto, Fri., (lei, S, 8:1S p.m., Popejoy Hill. Call
lheNMSO Box Office II 11-42-8565 for more info.
Rmn:nd Ace Blueo Band wlll perform "hot jump
blues" at the El Rey Theatre, 7th and Central SW,

DON PANCHO'S

"The world's greatest cellist and possibly
the greatest who ever lived." The New York Post

In a rare perfonnance as cello soloist, Rostropovich plays Dvorak's Cello Om·
certo. the piece he has become most identified with. Also on the program;
Beethoven: Leonore OVertur<' #3. Schumann: Symplloii!J /13 "RireltisTf'.

Andrew Litton Guest Conductor

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5
8:15 p.m. Popejoy Hall

sponsored by:

First Nattonal Dank. and Sandia National LabtlrJturios
Por litkot and sealing informati"tt c.1ll:

Bo:tt Office 842-8565 Toll·free 1·800-251-NMSO

riJ ~~ \V \I! XI<

t l
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121 ...Pride,"

b/w "Boomerang I and II," "4th of
July," U21 Island Records 1984, available as a 12· or
7-inch single.
For myself, and for quite a lot of people, the release
ofa new U2 single or LP is a highly anticipated event.
These young Irishmen have put out four excellent rc·
cords since their vinyl debut four years ago, and with
each successive record, their music and their following
have steadily grown.
U2's developing musical prowess, coupled with its
commitment to Cl.!ristian/humanistic ideals, has produced music of a depth and intensity all too seldom seen
in contemporary rock music.
As for the latest U2 single, "Pride (In The Name of
Love)," the life and death of the Rev. Martin Luther
King is the subject, and the critical verdict is nothing
short o• "Fantastic!" The Edge's guitar rings out its
trebly echoes; the drums and bass Jay down an articulate. yet solid, mid-tempo dance beat; :md Bono Hewson's impassioned vocals soar effortlessly through the
rnix. It's a moving song (in more ways than one).
Brian Eno sits in the U2 production chair this time
out, and advance reports on the soon-to-be-released LP
tell tales of over-Eno-fication on several cuts. (Mr. Eno
has previously displayed a rather Svengali-likcability to
express himself and his musical values through the
artists for whom he produces.) "Pride's" B-side cuts,
"Boomerang" (versions 1 and 2) and "4th of July,"
are mostly instrumental, and the Edge's guitar is conspi·
cuously low-keyed. Hmmrn .. ?
Well, whatever the story on the LP is, "Pride" is an
exceptional song. It cuts like a knife right through the
auditory sludge clogging up the airwaves. U2 has something to say, and, whether you're a Christian or not (I'm
not), it sure as hell is worth listening to. Stay tuned for
more U2 album info, appearing in these pages in the
not-too-distant future.
-David J. Clemmer

12!Beyond the Pale, Passion Puppets, Stiff Records
(MCA 1984),
A name like Passion Puppets docs not readily inspire
the listener. Their mugs on the jacket do add a bit ofthc
human touch, a romatic feel so rnuch epitomized by
groups like Duran Duran at1d Haircut I 00. Still. it is not
much to hope for.
So. it is a distinct pleasure to find the music far
exceeding this reviewer's expectations. Side one opens
with a stirring original, "Like Dust," and the LP nms
through ten nlorc adventurous songs. many of them
reminiscent of the best of U2, R.E.M, l)T Big Country.
Stron,!! vocal compositions backed by acoustic and
electric instrurnemation, that is buth polished and rhyth·

One thing's for sure: the specter of radio overplay
lingers not around the Passion Puppets. So ask for the
album (premiering at $6.98) before it goes out of print.
- R.J. Olivas

Vnl,enUy _Ar1 _Museum presents recent works by
Cali277-40Ql fQrmore info.

2108CENTRAL S.E./247·4414

I l111flr 11111/lf ull1r~ t I

3 P·I'Jl~

Albuquerque Vnlled Artbla presents 1'Three lmases

Friday., Sept. 28, 9 p.m.

& 5:55

Unlv!nlty Art Museum hosts ''In Search of ~lght;

Spanish. Painters, 1850.1950. ''Res. hOUN! For gallery;
Tue.·Fn. 10 a,m.·S p.m., 7..10 p.m., ~ef.>ends 1·5
p.m. Call277-4001 fpcinformation.
AR'IS-New MeJdco exhibilion at the Santuario de
Guadalupe, 100 Guadalupe St. In Santa Fe.
Indian Pueblo Cultun~I Center, 2401 12th St. NW,PJ,!eblo Dancers, Sept. 29, ~().Oct. 61 7, J3, 14,1 and
Jason .Koapp, UNM Art Faculty, through Oct, 14,

Ensemble of SIBtl Fe will open Ill 'S...'85 .sc:ason of
chamber mus\c concens on Sat., Oct. 6, 8 p.m. at the
E1·angellcal Lutheran Churdt In Los Alomos.

Last two weeks!
Nightly: 7:45 & 9:45
Sat and Sun Matinees: 1:45, 3:45

Opcnln~ recepiJ.on; Fri., Oct. 5, 5·1 p.m. Shgw wHI
run Oct. 4-Nov. 2. .In the UNM SUB, main level.
Open Mon,-Frl., 9·6,
Union Gallel'f- Etch_!ngs and Graphics by Bi!thio.
Prehmer, Oct. I·Nov, .2. In the UNM SUB Pulldins,
lower level north. Open Mon.·Sat .• 7 a.m.~IQ p.m.
Art Education Gallery- OaUory hours: 9 a.m.-IZ
noon, 1 p.m.-5 p.m., Mon.-Fri., by ·appointment,
Located in Masley Hall, College ofE:ducatlon, UNM
campus.
Jonwn Gallery, re-Qpens after two year redecoration
hiat~~ with HFive in New M~Xico," Hours are Tuc ~
ffi, 10 a,m, to ·S p.m., WeekcriW 1-' p.m. 1909 L~s
Lomas_ NEon UNM campus.

r.tmrdt Moseua E111 Golla7 - "Shared lmaa.,:
Pueblo Pottery D.,lans and Mlsslon Cltun:h
Decoration•' through Nov. '·
CNM A~ r.,u:aura (Fine Arts Center)- 11Culture
and Record: Nlnete<nlh Century Pholoaraphs f•om
the Collection1' ' throua,h·· Nov. JJ, un.-.winas From
the Collection," throuah Nov. IJ, The UNM Art
Museum Is louted In the Fine Arts Blda. Hours are
Tues.- Frl.. IO a.m.• 5 p.m. and 7>10 p.m., Sal. and
Sun., 1·5 p.m., 277-4001.
Bo" Wo" Records aod Floe Art- (103 Amhent
SBl Mix<d-medla art by Paul Arden wilt be on
display, Sept. 22- Nov. 2. The publiols lnviled io
attend. Hours are Mon.·Thurs.i U·8i Frt and Sat ••
11·11; Sun., 12·5, Call 2~ for more Information.
Thompson Gollel'l'- Aucumn Invitational Show,
New Jlleoico Walercolor Sodety Juried El<hibitlon.

.. ......s ..
• • ! • •

Don Panthq'a (2108 Central SE)- H11Je Trouble
With Harry," throJJAh Oct. 11. Weekdaysbowtlmcs,
7:30 and 9:30 p,m.l weekend sho~times, 1:30, 3:31),
5:30, 7:30, 9:30p.m.
Guild (l40l Central NE) - "En:ndlra," Sept, 28QCI, 11. Weekday showllmes arc 7tl5 and 9tll,
w~kend matinees at 3:15 and 5:15.
UNM Campu1 ObHnatory will be open to the pubJiQ
every Friday night from 7·9 p.m. Admission is free,
children must be accompanl~d by an adult. For more
lnrorma<lon call277-1446,
ASVNM Film Committee will present 11 The Harder
ihq Come.'' starrJng Jimmy CUff, Fri., Sept. 2B,
and "Decline of Western Civilization," Sat., Sept,
29. AU rhows ar• at 7:1S ond 9:1$, admission Is SJ,
$2,50 for studt:n.ts and staff,
~t_haortms Strles at the Center for Contemporary
An.s of Santa Fe, presents ''Tro'bria.nd Crickel: An

Dress for jazz, reggae, or '60s
When it rains it pours, The
musical forecast for the weekend
is blustery, windy, rainy - all
sorts of weather for all sorts of
tastes.
Reggae singer/poet Mutabar·
uka and the High Times Band
is the main attraction in Popejoy
Hall in the Popular Entertainment
Committee's line-up for Saturday night. Mutabaruk;a's blend of
politics and dance received very
enthusiastic reviews from his last
appearance in Santa Fe. Also billed are the Caddies, a young
Albuquerque a capella group on
their way to the big time. The
Golden Vojces (gospel) and
Harold Littlebird (NativeAmerican poetry) round out an
eclectic program. Tickets are $9
for students, $10 general, and are
available at the Popejoy Hall box
office for the 8 p.m. concert.
The Crawling Walls, featUr•
ing skilled musicians, busy making a narne for themselves reviving classic '60s riffs and hooks.

They will play at Bow Wow,
8 p.m. Saturday, , where Paul
Arden's Various Late Modernist
Tendencies is currently on exhibit. Two dollars at the door also
entitles one to a 10-percent discount on musical purchases,

On Sunday evening the Art
Ensemble of Chicago perhaps
the world's foremost jazzperforrnance group, will bring
their colorful production to the
KiMo stage. In a review in the
Albuquerque Journal (Nov. 24,
1984) of the Ensemble's 1980
Albuquerque concert, Dwight
F. Loop praised the event,
saying, "It would be impossible
to relate all of the triumphs within
three-hour perforn1ance - suffice to say that they touched nil of
the bases while taking the audience on a world tour of music
from New Orleans to the African
continent. , . a dazzling show."
Early ticket purchase is strongly encouraged for the Ensemble's
"Great Black Music - Ancient
to the Future" performance,
which has sold out the KiMo, as
well as very large halls in other
parts of the country. Tickets are
available at all Giant Ticket outlets and the KiMo box office for
$10 for the 7:30 p.rn. show.

THEIR 10 YEAR OLD DAUGHTER
IS SUING THEM FOR DIVORCE.

Ingenious Qespunse "to Colonlatism," and "'Yipl

How Did You Know We'd Like TV." These films will
be presented on Fri .. Sept~ 28. 7:30p.m., and Sat••
Sept. 29, 1 and 9 p.m. 11 Celso and Cora" will be

screened on Fri. and Sa~ .• Oct. 5and.6, 7!!0 p.m. The
films will be shown .at the Museum of International
.Folk Art on Camino Lcjo ofF Old San!o Fe Troll In
Santa Fe. Call the Center at 982-1338 Cot morclnro.
Fovnll Alla ..t Ve17 Special Ar11Fatholwilt beheld
Oct. !3, 10 a.m.-l p.m. •• Lonafellow Sdtool on
Orand and Edllh in Albuquerque, Dancers,
musicians. maaicians, and storytellers wUl ·perform
•nd workshops, food, and a ames will be offered. For
more info. utl766-7430,
ROlley Fll• -FestiYal wlli present uolary of •
Chambermaid" b~ Luis Bunuel, Sept, 30, 7:30p.m.,
at Rndcy Thea<reillthe UNM Fine Arts Box OFfice,
Tickets areavallable lithe FineArtsBox Office.
NollouiWomeo's Hrall• Ntt"'""' ol "'"'Mexico a
women's health consumer advocacy aroup, wi1J
sponsor • rundralsina and networklnJ party .. The
p1rty will fealure exotic: correes and teas, uvodes,
pastries, live entenalnment. a raffle. and door prizes.
II will be held on Sun., Sept. 30, 3-6 p.m., al St,
Thomas of Canterbury Church, 425 Unlversicy Blvd,
NE, For advance tickets ond Info, raii34S-4230.

Dally Lobo
Classified Ads

(> ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
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liZ!Cover, Tom Verlaine, Virgin Records (Warner
Bros. 1984)
Few recording artists are as easily recognizable as
Tom Verlaine. By the opening chords and his distinctive voice, we are pulled it1to the newest T.V. solo
album, Cover (Torn's fourth solo effort thus far).
The sparse instrumentation of Verlainc's work with
his first band, Television, has gradually been replaced
ovcrthc course of Vcrlain 's solo career by a fuller sound
-this time provided by some new sidemen. including
Fred Smith and Bill Laswell of the band Material.
Jimmy Ripp helps out on guitar, but the main focus is on
Verlaine. His guitar playing is fluid and biting. nnd his
singing is "a whisper real loud, as a wolf howling,
made out of darkness."
Vcrlainc's solo career has been on the cmmnct·cial
skids for years. but he is (ltlc arti~t who dcsci·vcs your
support.
- Andy Horwitz

RYAN O'NEAL ·SHELLEY LONG· DREW BARRYMORE
"IRRECONCILABLE DIFFERENCES" Al.ANfANA PRODUCl'ION
SAM WANAMAKER-ALLEN GARFiELD· SHARON STONE
D&«wol""""" WILLIAM A. FRAKER, A.S.C. r.r-.-.. NANCY MEYERS
ARLENE SEllERS • ALEX WINITSKV
w...,., NANCY MEYERS" CHARLES SHYER llit..wt., CHARLES SHYER
coto~PANI"
IPGI........tAL GliDMCE SUIIESTEIJ~ .l WJ.RNtfl"'i"''""""--(1

§

I
~

P*J.,

IIIIIII

Rob Hannas• Tribute
to Rod Stewart

rl'nU'I

~

Cover Charge $4 al the door
~
$1 oil with UNM ID
Rob Hannas h.as ope.ned for such accla.im._ed·a.c:t~ tts. ~h.e J.e.!fer·
son Starship, Kenny Loggins and Rtck Spnngheld.
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OPENS AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28TH
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Lobos open WAC at El Paso

Tucker results

By Jeff Wells

Second round results of the 30th
Tucker Invitational at the UNM
south golf course:
~

Team standings
I. UCLA
2. UTEP
3. Arkansas
4. Oklahoma
5. Florida
6. UNM Silver
BYU
8. UNM Cherry

284-284
292-296
298-292
296-296
296-297
306-295
296-305
305-297

568
588
590
592
593
60 I
601
602

If the New Mexico football Lobos
should win any Western Athletic
Conference game this season, Saturday's contest at Texas-El Paso
should be the one.
The Miners (1-2 overall, 0-1 in
the WAC) have some serious problems to overcome. Their No. 1
quarterback, sophomore Sam Garza, injured his ankle in the first half
of UTEP's win over Idaho State and
hasn't played since.

Individual standings
I. Jobe Brandt, UCLA, 68-70
138
2. Duffy Waldorf, UCLA, 7367 ............................... 140
3. Adam Annagost, Florida,
71-71 ........................... 142
John McGiohn, Air Force, 7171 ............................... 142
I

Two members of the Brujos, UNM's Rugby club team, tune up for their upcoming match against the Albuquerque Aardvarks, Oct. 6.

Lobos win easily in home opener
By John Moreno

The New Mexico volleyball
Lobus used lust night's match
tl);min~t West Texas State a~ a warmup for this weekend's Texas Invitational tournament in Austin.
They beat the Lady Buffaloes in
University Arena 15-7, 15-7 and 1511 in a match between two young
teams. "This is the first year that
we're playing strong Division I
teams," said Carmen Pennick,
State's head coach.

Sophomore Sue Guinn, who has
Pennick had some complaints
with the officiating. "They haven't been starting ever since Katy Timgot very much experience at the col- mers sprained her ankle three weeks
lege level, but I'm not saying they ago. added 12 kills. Timmers played
for the first time since her injury
were being unfair," she said.
The Lobos got otf to u slow st;1rt,
"It was hard to come off the
but showed poise in taking charge bench and be aggressive," she said,
and in holding off a late WTS rally. but head coach Laurel Kessel had to
JoAnn O'Connell, a junior, and yell from the bench to stop Timmers
Becky Lucht, a senior, Jed the Lobo from setting the ball. "Becky is the
attack with 16 and nine kills, respec- off setter," Timmers said. "I was in
tively. Lucht was also all over the the wrong place at the wrong time."
court, making digs and playing good
She admitted to being a little off
her game, but "was real happy abdefense.

out my middle tip. It was my t1rst
one," Timmers added with a big
smile.
Kessel won't be with the team in
Austin because she will be attending
a U.S. Olympic Committee meeting
in Boston, Mass. Assistant coach
Sue Hcgerle will run the team.
The Lobos will be defending their
Texas Invitational title beginning today. It will be their last nonconference warmup as the conference schedule starts at New Mexico
State, Oct. 4.

5. J.B. Sneve, UNM Silver,
73-70 ........................... 143
8. Matt Jackson, UNM
Cherry, 72-73 ................ 145
18. Pete Keyes, UNM Silver,
77-71 ........................... 148

Looking back
In winning the Texas Centennial Tournament last year. the
Lobo volleyball team beat North
Carolina in four games, Texas-El
Paso in three games, Rice in three
games and host Texas in a fivegame match. Texas was ranked
lOth in the nation and the victory
catapulted the Lobos into the top
20. Currently, Texas is ranked
ninth nationally.

Bill Yung
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UTEP head coach Bill Yung said,
"When he (Garza) is in there, the
whole team plays better. Our defense even plays better."
In a WAC press release issued
earlier this week, Garza's availability is termed "day-to-day." "I'm
sure they're not going to tell us
(whether or not Garza will play),''
Lobo Coach Joe Lee Dunn commented Thursday. "We won't know
that until we play."
His replacement, junior John
Scoular, completed just 31 percent
of his passes and was intercepted
twice in the Miner's devastating 51·
2 loss at San Diego State.
To make things worse, Derek
Smith, a backup at strong safety,
fractured his ankle in practice last
week and will be out for 4 to 6
weeks.
Offensively, the Miners use multiple formations which, from their
statistics, balance the running and
passing attacks. UTEP has rushed
for an average of 150 yards a game
while passing for 148 yards in each
of its three contestS.
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Joe Lee Dunn

Texas vs. Penn State
NEW YORJ<: (UPI) - While
ronniog baclc candid!lt.eS for the:
Heismall Trophy arc dropping
like flies, Texas coach Fred Ak~
ers ba~ a candidote on the other
side ofthe bl\11.
H¢'s ~ll-America safety Jercy
Gray. Smcebepl~;~ys. for Texas,
At.ers Cl;l)l be accused Of being
p!!rocbial,. but Gray .ba$ some
credc:nti;ds no ol!c can argue
wjth.
·
Ill the second-ranked Longhorns' only game. Gray bad 10
solo blekles and two assists in a
.35-27 win over Auburn and is
considered among the nation's
best pass defenders.
''They give the Heisman TroPhY to the best player," Akers
said. "When you consider who
plays his position best, Jerry has
to be at the top of the list."
With running back Bo Jackson
of Auburn and Napoleon McCallum of Navy out for the year, the
6-foot-1, 183-pound senior Gray
can throw his hat in the Heisman
ring Saturday against No. 6 Penn
State at Giants Stadium in East

R11therford, N.J.
Perm State bas another finf.l
ronning back who bas been in.
jured ~ D.J.. Dozier. Dozier,
who gained I ,002 ytmls last year
as a freshman, gained 97 yards on
just 12 carries before suffering a
wain injury. in the Nitta11y .Lions'
opener !1ga111st Rutgers ~d sat
out the last two games. In his
absence, backups Tony' M1.1m·
ford and David Clark eacllJ g!lined
over 100 yards la.~t week in a
56-1 g win over William &:Mary.
Penn State is offto a 3-0 start,
compared to a nightmarish 0·3
sta~t last seas~n !l.S defl'nding
national champ10n. The Lions'
biggest victory was. a 20· 7 upset
at Iowa that alerted the country
that Penn State i~ back.
"It feels much better compared to last year," Penn State
defensive back Chris Sydnor
said. "Last year, you didn't
know what was happening. You
couldn't 1.1nderstand why we
were losing. It was embarras·
sing. This yt)ar, everyone's moti·
vated, ''

Miracle Miners?
Can the Miners pull off a miracle
against the Lobos? UTEP hasn't
beaten UNM in football since 1969,
the year of the Miracle Mets. Maybe
the Miners will make the most of
this, the year of the Cubs. Don't bet
on it.
The Lobos have won 14 in a row,
four by shutout, including last year's
35-0 shellacking.
The series began in 1919 and
UNM leads, 31-2!·3.

7th Annual
UNM Child Care
Co-Op
Homecoming 1\un
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State. CSU, 1-0 in the WAC needs
the victory to keep pace with the
~onference leaders. Air Foree, 1-2
Ill conference play, is realistically
out of the race already,
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The Miners' top rushers are Kevin
Ward, who played QB last year, and
Tony George, Ward's backup at tailback. Ward has rushed for 146 yards
on 32 carries, and George has run for
139 yards on 30 carries.
Perhaps the Miners' greatest
strength is their offensive line. The
UTEP line rivals pro teams in size
averaging 272 pounds per playe~
from tackle to tackle. ''Their offensive line is very strong, •' Dunn commented, "They've got some experienced people,"
. One of those experienced people
IS New Mexico's contribution to the
Miner cause. Bill Turner, a 6-foot6, 260-pound senior, hails from
Tularosa and will start at left guard.
For the Lobos, things remain the
same. Dominance by the defense
an.d .an offense that is occasionally
bnlhant but at other times noncxis·
tent. Except for Buddy Funck's
touchdown pass to Ken Whitehead
in the first quarter and that incredible
fourth quarter, the offense took the
night off.
"Hop~fulJy, we'IJ be ready,"
Dunn sa1d. "We want to win the
WAC, and you can't do that if you
lose the first game."
Coach Dunn is unconcerned with
UTEP's problems. He has some of
his own. "We didn't practice very
well all week, and that's the thing
that disturbs me; that for us to become real good, we have to improve
each week. We didn't improve the
week. We played West Texas. and
I'm not sure that we improved this
week."
The series, which UNM leads 3121-3, continues Saturday at the Sun
Bowl in El Paso with an estimated
crowd of 30,000 viewing the game.
Game time is 7 p.m., and the contest will be broadcast back to Albuquerque by KGSW-TV, channell4,
beginning at 6:58. As always, the
game will also be carried on 77
KOB-AM radio.
WAC Points:With Hawaii hosting Nevada-Las Vegas and BYU
and San Diego State idle, there are
only two other conference head-tohead clashes this weekend.
Wyoming entertains Utah in a critical battle. Both teams put 1-0
WAC marks on the line, and a Joss
puts the loser at a disadvantage early
in the season. Scott Runyan, a quarterback on New Mexico's Class
AAA champion Artesia team two
years ago, will start at QB for
Wyoming.
Colorado Springs will be the site
of the other WAC encounter with
Air Force entertaining Colorado

·..

Starting in October,
every Thursday Night
is Songwriting,
Musicians Night
From 7-9 pm
we feature local talent

October 4· Songs of Phil Scott,
performed by himself
with the help of
C. Paul Kirchur and Angus MacPherson
Oct. 1:1 Pat Houlihan

Open 11:30·9:00 p.m.

of fall
clothing:

PATAGONIA
WOOLRICH
ODLO
BELLWEATHER
WILDERNESS EXPERIENCE
SIERRA WEST
with the hottest selections of colors and styles ln town.

ASUNM/GSA Child Care
Co-Op
October 12r 1984
Distance: 7 1'1
(start/finish at UNM President's house)
Time: 10:30 p.m. Oct. 12
Entry Fee: $5 Before Oct. 1,
$6 after Oct. 1
Runner's caps awarded for
top male/female finishers in 8 categories
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N.M. Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising
• 17 ¢ per word per issue, four or less times.
• 1 2¢ per word per issue, five or more
consecutive times (no refunds).
• $ 1.00 minimum charge.
• Deadline is t p.m. the business day before
the ad is to run.
131 Marron Hall, 277-5656

======

Aide- excellent writing skills, medical an!l
statistical research, library skills, micro-computer
user helpful. Call Glenna, 277.5757.
!0/1
PART·TIMI\ RI\CI\pTIONIST morninl! or af·
ternoon. Midtown business district. 888-7055,8-5.

nished home with three females. NE Heights. $170.
Utilities Included. 884-3735.
10/1
MATURE PERSON SHARF; old quiet bouse w/
writer veget. 724 Roma NW. 5:30-6:30- 266-6413
(nights). $137.50 plus Y.l.
· 9/28
FEMALE ATTENDANT WANTED- to care for
handicapped female grad, student. Part-time. 2 weeks
per month, 2·4 hours per day. Payment includes
room plus utilities and a small daily salary, Call l-eslie
Donovan- 268-4892 after S p.m. or 277-5656
mornings,
9/28
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED; Two bedroom
apartment. Call242·1705.
9/28
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share large
two bedroom apt. In NE heights. $108/mo plus
utilities, Please call Regina - 292-2648.
9/28
MALE NON SMOKER wanted to share 3 br house
just remodeled, San Mateo/Freeway area, $275/mo
plus Y.l utilities, Call Paul- 888-0919 (Wj; 883-2091
(H).

10/3

PART·TIME POSITION available. Must be neat,
organized and enjoy working at a fast pace. Previous
medic;~! background desireable. Albuquerque Plasma
Center, 3012nd SW.
J0/3
TUTORS NEEDED IN Math, English, .and
Engineering (120), $4,50 and $5.00/hr. Please apply
at College Enrichment Program, Mesa Vista Hall,
Room3074 or3075. Non work·study.
10/l
PART·TIME EMPLOYMENT: Weekends, af·
ternoons, Apply in person. l.ess Auto Parts. 1520
Juan Tabo, rffi,
1012
POLITICAL SCIENCE HAS clerical work-study
positions open, Typing helpful. Contact M.
Boughton, 277-5104.
10/1

10/1

•

ASUNM FII.M COMMI'rll-:E presents Jimmy Cliff
in "TheHnrderTheyCome" Friday, 9128. Saturday,
9129 ''DeclineofWestern Civilization".
9/28
H.LUE KEY ANNOUNCES meeting for all members.
Thursday, Oct. 4, 7:30p.m., Hokona Lo!lnge, Please
pl~n to attend.
9/28
(;AilAGF. SA I.E SPONSOR£0 by Admissions and
Recordo; Office to benefit United Way Saturday,
Sept. 29th, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 4817 Sunningdale Court
NE.
9/28
DON'T MISS ITI Nationally acclaimed poet, author,
feminist Meridel Le Sueur will read from her works
TONIGHT at Salt of the Earth Books. 7-9 p.m.
{That's this evening).
9/28
AliTUMN n:STJVAL DANCE Friday, Sept. 28,
7:30-9:30 SUB Ballroom. Free polka lessons. Open 10
all ~tudents. $.75 at the door.
9/28
ATTENTION CATHOLIC STUOENTS: Come to a
picnic ut Butaan Park (t.omas- Carlisle) 5:30 p.m.
<;AT., Sept. 29th. Food and games. Register at
Newman Center. 1815 I.as l.omas Road.
9/28
AISF.S MEMBERS NATIONAL AISf:S fee ($2) Is
Oll[' Friday, 9128 noon. Turn in application and
money to Natalie (FEC 345).
9128
ASUNM STUDEN'fS INTt:RF.STED in purchasing
preferred seating for Chuck Mangione Oct 24, 8:00
p.m. Popejoy llull can purchase tickets at PopeJoY
Dm Office All other tickets available at Giant Ticket
Oulleu.
1012
DO YOll IIA n; ANY TALENT AT ALL? Submit!
Ttl<'SW literary and ~rt mag:uine. You, too, can join
the ranks of the publi~hed! Do it today!.
9128
Al'l'I.ICATIONS FOR WHO'S WHO AMONG
STUDFNTS IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND
CO!.l.EGES now available at Student Activities, 106
NM lJmon. Deadline: Tuesday, October 9, Self
JWnllnationsencouraged!.
10/?
('l.l'll? MEETIN<i? EVENT? Advertise in Las
Noticm~. Only I 0 cents per word per Issue for UNM
department~ and organizations.
tfn

Personals
T.(',M, YOU ARE even mote terrific than I thought!
llc a good M(lnkey! A Trl·Deltl.
9/28
JIAPI'Y 20th DIRTIIIJAY Debbie. Wish you were
still mine. l.ove AIways, Michael.
9128
l{J('K: HAPPY BIRTJIDAYJ Only a few "select"
get one of these from me so you just know your one
oftheluckyonesl HuvcagoodoneSweetlel.
9/28
SCIIOEP AND CO.: Let'' see how well the senate
can run the REAL court. You can pass a bill, but can
you pass n ball? Yeah. We'll see.
9/28
DENISE IIAPPY B-DAY tomorrow. I love you very
much. I.ove Ray.
9/28
PEGGY: I LOVE you morel!.
9/28
IIUNNERS YOU'I,L DO great Saturday! Love
always llunners.
9/28
JIAPI'Y BIRTJIDAY_ CAROL. This Bud's for you
(aretl'tlheyalll. Yah·Neybah.
9/28
IIAPPY BIRTIIDAV CAROL, you body abuser,
l.ct's set toasted before Ponda. (Don't we always).
Ya·neHbalt.
9/28
CE: I MISSED you. Thanks for being open minded.
"Killer" times are upcoming. Your my best friend in
theW. t.LU. ln.
9/28
IIEY WUMPUS WILLY'S waltin' for the
9/28
celebratln'l Happy211.
IIEY CllTI\ Flll: Take me to the Last Great TOGA
Patty. Amy.
9/28
IIAPPY BIRTIIDAY DAWNE II. Have a good
20th.
9/28
IIAPPV BIRTliDAY SQUIDLlped woman. You
know your, kinda 0.1(. for an old country girl. Paul.
9/28
SEND YOUR MESSAGE to that special someone or
friends and (arnily. Make contact With a message In
the cla"ifieds today. Deadline: 1 p.m. the day before
mmtion.lJI Marron Hall.
tfn

:
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REVEREND ACE

:

BLUES BAND

:

EJ Rey The,,ter and liar
7th and Cel'ltrar

•

:

friday, Sept. 28, 9 P.M.

1

Hot Jumr> lllues C::omt> and dartce

······~···············

262-1662

Miscellaneous

City

1 75

·:f

---------------

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Employment

Housing

MALE, SIIARE IIOUS& Sl90 includes utilities, full
use or kitchen, washer-dryer. Walking distance to
UNM. Call Mark- 268·6617 or277-745S.
10/1
FF.MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share fur·

11 am- 1 am Sun.·Thuts.

11

am~

2 Cl.m Fri. & Sat.

'i; '"j.) tlortlrr1£r <, P1Nd Inc;
.

.

GRAND OPENING
ARTIST WORLD
Pll! ~tNT\

10 . Of I

c;;overed

1
I

l'fandmade jewelety and tepa Irs, porcelain
beads. clay masks, tlngs. greeting cards, etc.
r:verythlng created bytheartlstuslng thelrunl·
que and unusual techniques.
;

~agon

••

I
I
I
108 Columbia Street s.E.
I
ad. .__._._JI
IL.... ____with
.._ this
___

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jeweiry

•

•

1•

OLDTOWN

i $1.50 Off i
GerSt so of! any 16 oomrnos Przza •

Limited Delivery Area
Offer good et ell Albuquerquo stores
One eoupon per przza
Coupon also good for carry•out

I

1
1
I

I

EXPIRES: 10·15·84

75¢ Off

Gel75c off any custom made
Domtno s Ptzza and enJOY one
dehctous ptzza'

Limited Delivery Area
Offer good 1t 111 Albuquerque stores
One coupon per ptzza
COupon al~o c)o(lrl 'n' earry·Oul

EXPIRES: 10•15·84

~~~~IJ~
I

Hours:

WILLIAM REDDIN. WALLET found, Collect
Marron Hall Room 131,
·
10/2
T. FORD. PLEASE claim your jacket at Room 131
Marron Hall. Was found in women'sstudles class.
9128
LOST: ONE THREE-subject notebook, with Milton,
Japanese film and Latin American Phil notes in it, (I
don't want it to get buried wt~a madrake root!) if
fo\lnd, call Eddie at ~7.5313, or drop byMarroQ Hall,
Room 131.
10/1
FOUND NICE PUPPY dog. Wish to give It away,
344-6841,
10/l
IF YOUR LOST keys aren't here, Chris opens locks
and fits keys. Chris's Indoor Store, 119V. Harvard
SE, directly behind Natural Sound. 262·2107.
tfn
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
8:00 a.m.to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

Services

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
I
DELIVERS™ II
I
FREE.
1
3920 Central S.E.

Lost&Found

For Sale

a•••••••••••e••••••••••
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TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs in the Daily Lobo.
lfn

FOR RF;NT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
LITTLE CAESAR'S PART• time jobs now available.
N.E., $250/mo., for one person, $270/mo. for 2
EOE. Apply in person. Fair Plaza Store. Lomas and
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
San Pedro NE between 2·5 p.m., Mon-Thurs. 9/28
furolshed·security locks and laundry facilities. No
CIIALLENGING POSITION AVAILABLE.
children or pels. Please call before 6:00 in the
Qualified individual to promote the New Mexico
evening, 266·8392,
tfn
Repertory Theatre's premiere season. Theatre and/or
THE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
sales background helpful. P/T day/eve hours with
downtown. Bus s:rvice every 30 minutes. I bedroom
excellent salary potential, Call Ms. Fontera, M-F
or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utilities paid, Deluxe
between 12-4 and 7-9 p.m. - 262-0927,
9/28 RESEARCH: CA'l'ALOG OF 16,000 topics. Send
kitchen with dishwasher and dispo~al, recreation
$1, Research, 407 S, Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60605,
GOOD LOOKING GUY wants a Se~y Girl. Call Pat room, ~wimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
SELF-MOTIVATED TEACIIERS/PARENTS
10/J
at 243-5287 on the weekend.
9/28 ,.wuples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
needed to demonstrate/sell educational toys. Flexilile (312)922-0300,
hours, part-time. SOood, Call Discovery Toys' Area FREE KITTENS - 8 weeks old. 2 males, I female,
TROPICAL AEROBICS AND Stretch Classes. 10 to
Manager- 296-5469,
10/1 house broken. Cute and playful. 277·8462/292-5856,
i I a.m., 5:30-6:00 p.m., M·Thu.rs, Fireman's Club,
9/28
415 Cedar (between Lead and Coal). Call Angelina
EXCELLENT INCOME OPPORTUNITY! Set your
Lovato- 293-3262/877.1468. Begin Oct, 1st. J0/1 STEAL: 1984 BRONCO lJI, $9500 or B/0. Many
own hours. Part-time or full time with one of the AKC ADORABLE CHOW chow puppies. Good
largest financial services organizations in USA, Santa petigre and champion line, great disposition. 821·
BREAK ITI LIP Ill Dance Ill Launch 1!1 At the oPtions. M11st sell, Cali293-J590.
9/28
9/28
Fe Company, 884.0459,
9/28 8852 or 821·0538,
Launch Site. Auditions limited. Cash awards. MOTOROLA COLOR CONSLE, 29", works but
Balloon rides. Call Ted- 883·8176.
J0/1 needs a little repair at the on/off switch. Best of.
PART-TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be CANNOT AFFORD INSURANCE? There are many
21 years ole!. Must be able to work Friday and discounts available to UNM personnel and students.
PARTY? CONCERT? FOOD? The Dally Lobo has a fer - 836-2211.
9/28
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls Inquire about affordable and reputable car,
place for your classlfieds about Restaurants, Parties, GUITARS; 6·STRING acoustic $120 obo, classical
please, Saveway Liquor Store at5516 Menaul NE and homeowners, life, renters, and health insurance. No
Food Sales and Stores, Concerts, etc. Give the details w/case $45, both in good shape, good sound, great
5704 Lomas Blvd, NE,
10/12 · pressure or pushy sales pitch. Ask for John at 292today in "Food/Fun.".
tfn for beginnersl266- I778, leave message.
10/2
0511 (days and evenings),
10/5
NEED BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC, dedicated,
WORLD SERIF..S TICKETS plus playoffs in San
$360, WEEKLY/UP MAILING Circulars! No
graduate or undergraduate English tutors. Other
Diego. 298-8879.
10/3
bosses/quotas! Sincerely interested rush self·
positions needed: readers, notetakers, office clerk
1965 'STANG CLASSIC, Excellent. $2000, 277-2600;
addressed envelope: Division Headquarters, Box
(typing preferred). Work-study preferred. Contact
FAST, ACCURATE TYPING, Guaranteed. 294· 268-4295.
10/2
464CFJ, Woodstock, 14 60098.
I0/5
Bea at UNM Special Services Program, Room 2013
8133.
9/28 DATSUN WAGON 610. Runs well, must sell, best
Mesa Vista Hall, 277-3506.
1011
EYEGLASSES. WIIOLESALE TO the public.
TilE WRITER'S CHOICE, Typing with the offer! 265-7161; 255·8295, Keep trying!.
9/28
Quality generic and designer eyewear at wholesale
A FEW MATURE, Intelligent, nice people to set up
'Professional approach. 100/o discount with cash 1976 CADALLAC SEDAN DeVIlle $1295 or make appointments. Reputable · local company. Sunday
prices. Sport frames and sunglasses. Dunedain
payment. 265-5203.
9128 an offer; wedding dress size 10 off white with pink
tfn
Opticians. 255·2000.
tflru Thursday eves. 5:30-8:30 p.m. Saturday a.m.
BEAUTIFULLY ARRANGED SILK and dried chantilly lace, best offer; 3 rugs; 2 Oriental, I South•
Near Juan Tabo and Menaul, 298-4849,
tfn
wedding flowers, affordably priced. Donni - 256- west. Call873·3782 after 5 or weekends anytime.
WANTED: PERSON WITil own phone to set up -~----1568.
10/1
10/1
appointments. $1.00 for each appointment, You
90 CENTS PAGE, degreed typist, 344-3345.
9/28 NEED RELIABLE TRANSPORTATION? '77
decide income. Tim - 262-2238.
9128
TYPING: EXCELLENT SPELLING and grammar. Monza. Runs great. Good mpg. Blue book - $1450.
NEW BUSINESS NEEDS portfolfo of all fashion.
10/J
Fast, nccura!e, confidential. Days- 265·5116; MUSTSELJ... Yoursfor$1050.294-9741.
Earn up to $50 per hour. Before Nov. 8 send two
eves - 255·3580.
lOIS CAP FOR 6 ft. !ruck bed, Window locks, Tan color,
pictures of full figure and face or write to: Tomas
2 Slices of Cheese Pizza
Mobil Pho •• P.O. 1286, Farmington, MM 87401,
9/28
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, CALL Virginia day or one year old, Will take$115. 243·7902.
& A Large Soft Drink
9/28
evening, 296-3096.
1012 MUST SELL! QUEENSIZE platform bed,
coupon good today
bookshelves6'x4'.
B/0,
642-0537.
9/28
Ill Gil QUA J.ITY TYPING on word processor:
•
ooly 9-28·84
reasonable rntes. Call Good Impressions- 294· 1970 OLDS HOLIDAY. Runs great. Right front
CAMPUS BICYCLE
1564.
10/12 fender damage. Will consider any offer. Must sell
9/28
Beer and wine
TEST ANXIETY? MEMORY? RETENTION? quickly. Call - 299-0472,
Tune-up ilnd
Professional Hypnosis can help, Special student LOSE WEJGIITII FEEL great!! HERBAJ..IFE
now available.
rates, Free consultation. Call Human Development PRODUCTS. 298-6020 after S p.m. and weekends.
OverhilUI
Programs- 292-0370.
10/5
10/4
127 Horvord SE Y1 blk 5 of Central
SlS 268-6547
PAPERWORKS - 266-1118.
tfn 1976 CHEVY NOVA. 83,000 miles, c~cellent con106 Vus.u SE
265-4777
WORD PROCESSING. OVER 5 years experience. dition. Asking $2200 or best offer. Call - 243·6294
9/28
Highest quality, Dissenatlons, theses, papers. 822· after7 p.m.
ruQ
wn MIYATA 911 TWEI.VE speed. Excellent condition.
QUICK, ACCURATE, TYPING: research papers, 21", First reasonable offer. 897-0738; 344-9964,
9/28
theses dissertations, charts/.graphs in my home THE
OTHER OFFICE 836-3400.
9/28 WilY SUFFER ON a cheap mattress when you can
TU'I'ORING·MATHEMATICS,
STATISTICS, sleep on a futon? Bright Future Futon Co., 2424
9/28
French - Master'$ degreed Instructor. Reasonable. Garfield SE, 268.9738.
Evenings 243.0244,
trn
TUTORING: ENGLlSJI AND French. Degreed,
Certified. 256·3235.
9128
PRE-MED/NURSING/PHARMACY student
THURSDAY'S
59 Corn unit
ACROSS
WORD PROCESSING PAPERS, resumes. APA, wanted for Research Aide II position with the
60 Kind of nail
PUZZLE SOLVED
ML.A formats, etc. Jim, 255·2150.
9128 Division of Emergency Medicine. Must be work·
1 US president 62 Explained
TYPING FAST, ACCURATE, Affordable29?·1 lOS, study qualified. Cal1Susanat277·6268.
I0/4
65 Monad
5 Golf clubs
12/10 RESEARCHERS TO CLEAN data files and check
10 Nota671mbecile
PRIVATE GUITAR INSTRVCflON. Beginners to business addresses. Some typing required. 20·30
advanced. All styles. Reasonable. Tony 344-9040.
hours/week for one-two months. $4/hour. Call
14 luzon river 69Wriggly
11/9 Ingrid Kline, Southwest Land Research, 884·1937,
70 Scoria
15 Within:
10/2
ACCURATE, EXCELLENT1YPJST, Term Papers,
Pref.
71 Crown
Resumes, ETC. 294-0167,
9/28 PRODUCflON ASSISTANT, DATA entry,
16 Shortly
72 Genealogy
proofing,
detlil
work.
20-30
hours/week
for
the
_
TYPIST·TERM PAPERS, resumes299-8970.
Ill
73Commoner
17 Vegetable
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER Qualltylcuons, sales, semester. SS/hour. Oood typing skills. Call higrld
18 Ref. yr. wire 74- energy
Kline,
Southwest
Land
Research,
884-1937.
10/2
tentalsandrepalrs.l43 HatvardSE.265•331S.
t(n
19 Dither
75 Kernel
PERFORMING ARTS STUDIO 2219 Lead A,Ve SE, NEED DEPENDABLE HOUSE-tidier/errand
runner. 2-3 afternoons a week. Just orr North
20 Be excited
2~6-1061: 266-3067 Ballet, Jazz. Vocal coaching. tfn
J0/4
Campus. 266-2026.
22 Norse city
DOWN
SOFf CONTACT LENSES are now very reasonable
24 Consumption
for everything! Call- Make appointment. Doctor COMMISSION RADIO SALES PD$111(111 open lit
KUNM·FM.
Must
have
own
tran•
25 Net
1 Appendages
Eye Clinic, across from LaBelfes, 5019 Menaul NE.
888-4778.
tfn sportatlon - Marketing background- be highly
27GI
2 - -In
motivated, Resumes only to Wendy Watson, KUNM,
CONTACT··POLISIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey 3il70nateHaii,UNM87131.
29 True copies
one's bonnet
J0/3
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
32 Battle
3 Irish - trn KUNM RADIO HAS a work-study editorial
assistant. Should type SS-60 wpm. Accurately, have
33 Grassland
4 Torn piece
51 Earns
vessels
ACCURATE INFORMAnON ABOUT con- editing, writing and sood english skills - be
34 Ate
5 Fastener:
28 Sketched
53 Keys
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose, organized and capable of meeting deadlines. ReJume
36 Asian nation
2 wds
54 Cheat
29 letters
294-0171.
tfn to Wendy Watson, KUNM·FM.
10/3
40 Wood strip
6 Single
30 Bench
55 Aggregate
PREGNANCY TESTING lo counseling. Phone 277· TWO POSITIONS. NEED students who are
42 Coat part
7 Mr. Harbach 31 Flower leaf
9819.
trn WORKSTUDY approved. Office Assistan56 Superior to
44 Existed
8 Attire
t - typing, xero11ing, library skills. Research
35 Bookkeeping 57 TV's

Food/Fun

Las N oticias

Travel

: 262·1662
3920 Central S.E.
1

®

I
I
:

~·

262•1662
3920 Central S.E.

45 Place
47 Peasant shoe
49 Operated
50 Hard drink
52 Italian resort:
. 2 wds.
54 Hesitate
58 Laconic

9 Sickly
10- relief
11 Weariness
12 Clamor
13 Introduce
21 Went quickly
23 Suck heroine
26 Heating

entry
37 Keepgolng
38 USSR sea
39 Unaspirate
41 Damage
43 Polaris
46Stupid
48 Buii:Sp.

forerunner
61 Watch part
63 Gen. Robert
64 Colored
66 Folklore
queen
68A-Smoney

